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Background of the research topic: National parliamentary data is a verified communication channel
between the elected political representatives and society members in any democracy. It needs to be
made accessible and comprehensive - especially in times of a global crisis. With the recent advances
of artificial intelligence, analytics over unstructured parliamentary data for many languages is rapidly
becoming a prerequisite for reliable and trustworthy approaches in checking the veracity of
information in contemporary society.
One of the most important characteristics of new parliamentary data is its direct correspondence to
the most recent events, including the ones with global impact on human health, social life and
economics such as the current COVID-19 pandemic. By comparing the data synchronically and
diachronically within a cross-lingual context, scientific and civil communities will be able to track panEuropean discussion and can be quickly updated on any emerging topic.
Goal of the project: The mission of the ParlaMint project is to turn existing contemporary
multilingual and diverse cross-national parliamentary data into resources that are comparable,
interpretable and highly communicative with respect to society (NGOs, citizens, researchers, etc.).
The project will provide data and tools for focused observations on trends, opinions, decisions on
lockdowns and restrictive measures as well as on the consequences with respect to health, medical
care systems, employment, etc. in times of emergencies. For the ParlaMint project the emergency
case is the COVID-19 pandemic. However, the methodology will be scalable to other events, such as
economic crises, etc. Thus, the main aims are:
•
•
•

to compile a collection of parliamentary datasets (corpora) in a number of languages and in a
harmonized format, covering both the current data and older, reference data,
to process the corpora linguistically,
to index the data with popular concordancers so that interested parties can search and
extract the relevant comparable information,
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•

to show through appropriate use cases that the CLARIN resources and technology serve
societal needs.

For accomplishing this mission a respective-based standard schema has been developed and rich
metadata has been added, such as members-of-parliament bios, parties' bios, ruling vs. opposition
information and relations among all of them.
Thus, observations over democratic processes are approached through parliaments as digital bodies
viewed through the following related strategies:
•
•
•

speaker and parties statistics (for instance, who spoke more and on which topic; who
changed their mind on a certain topic; which party defends/opposes what proposals, etc.)
topic modeling (which topics are most popular at what time; how topic change and
interrelate, etc.)
time and context-bound social tendencies (tendencies in policy making over time).

Project abstract: Strategy and Data availability: The project will establish a strategy for handling
parliamentary data and processing in times of any emergency (COVID-19 is just a showcase). Thus,
different reference corpora could be produced with parliamentary records from previous times with
global crisis states, e.g. the great economic recession, periods of floods in Europe, the Ebola outbreak
etc.
Standard development: The Parla-CLARIN encoding standard will be further developed to cover more
detailed and specific metadata across languages and parliaments. The corpora will serve as a baseline
for further updates. Such uniform updates across the corpora would strongly support various
methods of comparative research.
From showcasing to real applications: The availability of comparable multilingual parliamentary data
(also made visible through concordancers and Parlameter) will boost research in the areas of digital
humanities, linguistics, politcology, sociology, psychology as well as in all the related branches of
sciences.
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